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1. Muon Electric Dipole Moment
In QFT, the electric dipole moment
(EDM), an analogy with the magnetic
!
dipole moment µ = g "#$ s⃗, is given by:
d = η "#$ s⃗
𝑑% ~10&'" e cm (SM Prediction) [1]
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There are direct and indirect limits on the
muon EDM:
Direct limits:
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2. Current Research Status

𝑑% ≤ 1.8×10&(* e cm
Based on the BNL Muon g-2 experiment[3]
Indirect limit:
𝑑% ≤ 1.9×10&"+ e cm
Based on the 𝑑,- , 𝑑./0 EDM[4]
𝑑% =

Contributing processes to a lepton EDM
are at the 3-loop level in the Standard
Model and in Beyond Standard Model
Physics (e.g. Higgs Doublet, SUSY) [2]
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𝑑2 ≤ 2.3×10

e cm

Minimal flavor violation
Any detected signal is a strong hint of new
physics.

3. EDM Measurement in The Fermilab Muon g-2 Experiment
Magnetic field

Tilted angle 𝜹 ∝ EDM

The phase asymmetry
will be evidence of
EDM’s existence

Spin
induced by EDM

The precession plane tilted
when EDM existed

For EDM = 0, the phase
vs vertical hit position is
symmetric
For EDM ≠ 0, the phase
vs vertical hit position is
asymmetric as the
precession plane is tilted.

4. Calorimeter Phase Method Analysis
Reconstruct the vertical
hit versus time

5. Run2 Preliminary Analysis

Time spectrum for 10
vertical bins

Fit phase vs vertical
hit with 𝜙!

1. Muon EDM is a sensitive probe to BSM
physics;
2. A more sensitive search for muon EDM is
currently underway at Fermilab Muon g-2
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